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Abstract
Shared intentionality theory posits that at age 3, children expand their conception of plural agency to include 3- or more-person groups. We sought to determine whether this conceptual shift is detectable in children’s pronoun use. We report the results of a series of Bayesian hierarchical generative models fitted to 479 English-speaking children’s first-person plural, first-person singular, second-person, third-person plural, and third-person singular pronouns. As a proportion of pronouns, children used more first-person plural pronouns, only, after 3;0 compared to before. Additionally, children used more 1pp. pronouns when their mothers used more 1pp. pronouns. As a proportion of total utterances, all pronoun classes were used more often as children aged. These findings suggest that a shift in children’s social conceptualizations at age 3 is reflected in their use of 1pp. pronouns.
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Pronouns are a common type of referring expression. For children, the appropriate use of these forms presents unique discourse-pragmatic and grammatical challenges (reviewed in Tomasello, 2003). Discourse-pragmatically, pronouns are used to refer to varied referents, but only when common ground enables joint attention to referents without nominalization (e.g. using *it* instead of *the ball* when the ball is discourse topical; Clark & Marshall, 1981). Moreover, personal pronouns are deictics and thus require perspective-taking for appropriate use (Langacker, 2007).

Grammatical difficulties also exist. For instance, in some languages, pronouns are marked for case (Comrie, 2013), and children occasionally have trouble mastering this marking (e.g. Kirjavainen et al., 2009; Rispoli, 1998). Nevertheless, children use pronouns appropriately from around 2 years old (Girouard et al., 1997). Indeed, a large body of literature speaks to 2-year-olds’ ability to appropriately produce (reviewed in Vasil, 2022) or comprehend personal (e.g. Bohn et al., 2020), possessive (e.g. Charney, 1980), and reflexive pronouns (e.g. Matthews et al., 2009).

However, little is known about children’s first-person plural (1pp.) pronouns. There are two studies of which we are aware. One investigated older, atypically developing children’s use of *we* (Hobson et al., 2010). More relevant is an investigation of young children’s pronouns by Ibbotson et al. (2018). These authors investigated the relative frequencies of 10 English-speaking and 4 Swedish-speaking children’s pronouns relative to their input frequency. It was reported that, after controlling for input, 1pp. forms were underrepresented in the speech of all children (i.e. relative to 1pp. input frequency). Indeed, although children began to use relatively more 1pp. forms compared to input frequency by 30–36 months of age, 1ps. forms dominated throughout and, in fact, increased in frequency across the sampling period (English: 18–62 months; Swedish: 19–47 months). The conclusion advanced by Ibbotson et al. (2018) was one of cognitive developments impacting language use. Citing Piaget (1926) and Vygotsky (1962), Ibbotson et al. (2018) suggested that early pronoun development is related to ‘underlying cognitive and social biases’ that guide language use in the context of ‘communicative goals that are relevant to the child’, (Ibbotson et al., 2018, p. 1330). This conclusion advances our understanding of children’s use of 1pp. pronouns.

The next step is to inquire into the specifics of the developmental pathway that influences children’s use of 1pp. forms. There are two questions to ask. First, what is the pathway? Second, how might that pathway influence children’s use of 1pp. forms? The present article suggests answers to these questions, first by proposing that shared intentionality theory (Tomasello, 2019) may provide a pathway, and second by reporting evidence that suggests a role for the pathway in guiding 2- to 5-year-old English-speaking children’s use of 1pp. pronouns.

Shared intentionality theory proposes that children undergo a conceptual shift at 3;0. This shift targets children’s conceptualization of social relations during collaborative activity. Before 3;0, children represent themselves and collaborative partners as constituting a dyadic, joint agent ‘we’ during collaboration. This representation is manifest in behaviors like role reversal and turn taking (e.g. Warneken et al., 2006). Then, at 3;0, a kind of ‘groupminded turn’ causes children to extend their conception of plural agency to include – in addition to dyads – groups composed of three or more people. This
manifests as ‘groupmindedness’, in which children conceptualize themselves and partners as bound to norms and conventions (e.g. Rakoczy et al., 2008).

To appropriately use a word, children must first be able to conceptualize the word’s referent (Langacker, 1987; Tomasello, 2003). Following the hypotheses of shared intentionality theory, for 1pp. reference there are two relevant referent ‘types’, namely, dyads and groups. Thus, from this perspective, mature control of 1pp. pronouns requires that children be able to conceive of dyads and groups before they can refer to them. We propose that the groupminded turn is necessary before children can fully make use of 1pp. pronouns. The key point is that, according to shared intentionality theory, children’s conception of the number of people that can constitute plural agents expands across development. A shift occurs at 3;0 with the groupminded turn. Before the groupminded turn, by hypothesis, children can use 1pp. reference to refer to dyads only (self + other), whereas, after the turn, children can use 1pp. pronouns to refer to both dyads and groups. In other words, the groupminded turn expands the set of conceivable plural person referents.

We argue that this increase ought to be detectable in how often children use, specifically, 1pp. pronouns. Our reasoning was that plural pronominal person reference may mirror its singular counterpart in its dependence on perspective taking skills. Ricard et al. (1999) found that children’s ability to coordinate two (three) visual perspectives precedes their ability to appropriately use 1ps. and 2ps. (3ps.) forms. Our hypothesis for children’s plural pronominal reference posited a similar reliance on perspective taking. Children most readily assume shared perspectives during collaborative activities with others (reviewed in Tomasello, 2019). That is, children have an easier time adopting partners’ perspectives when actively collaborating with them (e.g. Moll et al., 2007). Thus, if plural pronominal person reference relies on shared perspectives – the perspective of ‘we’ – then it may be that the emergence of groupmindedness uniquely impacts 1pp. reference. This is because the pragmatics of the type of situation in which children most easily adopt shared perspectives – collaboration – characteristically pulls for reference using, for example, we and not them.

This article investigates these claims through quantitative analyses of English-speaking children’s use of 1pp. pronouns. To contextualize this investigation, we additionally investigated children’s 1ps., 2p., 3pp., and 3ps. pronouns. The analyses focused on the association of the groupminded turn with two measures of pronoun relative frequency, namely, pronoun use as a proportion of pronouns and as a proportion of utterances. The former provides information about which pronouns children use when they use pronouns, whereas the latter provides information about how often children use pronouns in their speech as a whole. We predicted that the groupminded shift at 3;0 would manifest in a proportionally increased use of 1pp. pronouns, specifically. Input relations were also investigated. Children were predicted to use proportionally more 1pp. pronouns when mothers did so (Ambridge et al., 2015; Goodman et al., 2008).

**Methods**

R code sufficient to obtain all data and reproduce all analyses, results, figures, and tables in the Main Text and Supplementary Material is freely available at https://osf.io/65wex/.
Corpora

Transcripts were pulled from the CHILDES database collections ‘Eng-NA’ (North American English) and ‘Eng-UK’ of children between 24.0 and 72.0 months of age at recording (MacWhinney, 2014). This was done in R (R Core Team, 2013) via the childesr font-end interface to childes-db (version 2021.1; Sanchez et al., 2019). This left 536 children across 58 corpora. Transcripts were further filtered to ensure that the Target Child (1) said at least 10 unique words; (2) had a mother who said at least 10 unique words; and (3) had a name in the transcript.

Filtering by these criteria left 479 children across 37 corpora (see Supplementary Table 1 for corpora). Data from these 37 corpora were binned, for each child, into 0.1-month-age bins for each age in which the child used at least one 1pp., 1ps., 2p., 3pp., or 3ps. pronoun (see below). Using this method, the corpora included age bins that ranged from 24.0 to 70.4 months, with median 32.2 months and mean 34.7 months (SD = 9.1).

Pronoun classes

Using token classifications in the childes-db dataset, all personal, possessive, and reflexive pronoun tokens were extracted from the 37 corpora. All 2ps. and 2pp. pronouns were grouped together because singular and plural you are formally indistinguishable. Each pronoun class included the corresponding personal, possessive, and reflexive forms. Pronoun classes included 1ps. (I, me, mine, myself), 1pp. (we, us, ours, ourselves), 2p. (you, yours, yourself), 3ps. (e.g. she, him, hers, himself), and 3pp. (they, them, theirs, themselves).

Dataset structure

Age was binned into 0.1-month bins by rounding the childes-db age to the nearest tenth. Binning was performed on six datasets, one for pronoun use relative to total pronouns (‘pronoun proportions’) and five relative to total utterances (‘utterance proportions’). Children contributed data in age bins in which they used at least one pronoun. For example, if Child X was recorded using one pronoun at 25.3 months (e.g. one 1pp. token), then Child X was recorded as having used one 1pp. pronoun and zero 1ps., 2p., 3pp., and 3ps. pronouns at 25.3 months. Age bins in which children never used pronouns were removed. This resulted in 356 age bins spread across 479 children. There were 2486 unique child-age bin pairs (i.e. observations) in each of the six datasets. In the pronoun proportions dataset, rows contained information on child name, age, sex, corpus, the number of pronouns of each class that the child used at that age (e.g. 10 1pp., 10 1ps., 10 2p., 10 3pp., and 10 3ps.), the total number of pronoun tokens that the child used at that age (e.g. 50 total pronouns), and the maternal pronoun proportion (e.g. 0.20 of child X’s mother’s pronouns were 1pp. at 25.3 months). For each pronoun proportions observation, the sum of the values across the pronoun class counts, divided by the total pronoun count, equaled 1. In the five utterance proportions datasets, rows contained information on child name, age, sex, corpus, the number of unique utterances that contained a given pronoun class
(e.g. 10 unique utterances contained 1pp.), the number of unique utterances that the child used at that age (e.g. 200 unique utterances), and the maternal utterance proportion (e.g. 0.20 of child X’s mother’s utterances contained 1pp. at 25.3 months). There was one utterance proportion dataset per pronoun class.

**Splitting datasets into before groups and after groups.** The data in all six datasets was split at 36.0 months. This left two subsets in each dataset: the ‘Before Groups’ subset, which included observations from 24.0 to 35.9 months; and the ‘After Groups’ subset, which included observations from 36.0 to 70.4 months. Overall, there were 430,782 child and 1,005,545 maternal pronouns tokens, and 1,343,740 child and 1,508,276 maternal utterances. Utterances in which children used a specific pronoun class twice (e.g. *we are going to our house!*) were only counted once for that pronoun class (i.e. duplicate utterances were removed so that a pronoun class could be observed at most once per utterance). Supplementary Table 2 provides additional descriptive statistics about the data. Supplementary Figure 1 displays the total number of pronouns and utterances contributed by children in each age bin. Supplementary Figure 2 displays the number of age bins contributed by each child; the caption provides additional information about the composition of age bin contributions by children.

**Analysis**

Bayesian hierarchical generative models were fitted to the data. Bayesian inference consists in quantifying inferential uncertainty in terms of probability statements (Gelman et al., 2013). Accounting for uncertainty is important for inferential reliability and stability (Wasserstein et al., 2019). Moreover, a Bayesian approach allows for intuitive interpretations of fitted models, e.g. ‘Given the model and data, we are X% confident that effect Y exists’ or ‘Given the model and data, there is a 95% chance that parameter X takes a value between A and B’. This is an important benefit of Bayesian inference, as this sort of straightforward, probabilistic interpretation is sometimes applied, incorrectly, to Frequentist *p*-values (Cassidy et al., 2019) and confidence intervals (Kruschke & Liddell, 2018), respectively. In a regression setting, Bayesian inference (with flat priors) can be understood as generalizing the Frequentist approach from inferences about point estimates to inferences about the distribution over point estimates (Gelman et al., 2020).

Wrangling was performed with tidyverse (Wickham et al., 2019); models sampled with Stan (Stan Development Team, 2022) via brms (Bürkner, 2017); figures produced with tidyverse, bayesplot (Gabry & Mahr, 2022), tidybayes (Kay, 2022), and patchwork (Pedersen, 2022).

**Pronoun proportions.** Data were divided into pronoun proportions and utterance proportions. Pronoun proportions were the relative frequency of pronoun classes as a proportion of pronouns used (e.g. 10% of Child X’s pronouns at 25.3 months were 1pp. pronouns). The pronoun proportions data satisfied the assumptions of the hierarchical multinomial model (brms family ‘multinomial’, multinomial logit link). The data included crossed and nested grouping factors (‘hierarchical’) and an unordered simplex multivariate discrete response (‘multinomial’). The latter requires that the sum of
pronoun class counts, divided by the total pronouns, equals 1 per observation. The simplex property is requisite because the multinomial likelihood models a $K$-dimensional probability vector, which sums to 1 over $K$. Here, we model a 5-dimensional random vector that captures the conditional probability of children’s 1pp., 1ps., 2p., 3pp., and 3ps. pronouns. Thus, we modeled the generative process ‘directly’, that is, without transforming outcomes into proportions. This is important because observing, for example, two pronouns with one 1pp. token is less informative for making inferences about the generative process than is observing 200 pronouns with 100 1pp. tokens (Lo & Andrews, 2015).

We modeled the probability of the multivariate outcome conditional on the group-minded turn and other covariates. A continuous age term was included in the model to ensure that associations between the outcome and groupmindedness were related to the groupminded shift, \textit{per se}. The hierarchical structure captured sources of variation and correlation among grouping factors (Oberauer, 2022). Posterior predictive checks indicated the utility of including observation-level random intercepts to account for overdispersion (Harrison, 2014). The model formula was:

\[
\text{vector of pronoun class counts} \mid \text{count of total pronouns} \sim 1,
\]

\[
\text{mean of 1pp.} \sim \text{continuous age} + \text{child sex} + \text{before/after 3;0} \ast \text{maternal proportion 3pp.} + \text{before/after 3;0} \ast \text{maternal proportion 1pp.} + (\text{continuous age} + \text{before/after 3;0} \ast \text{maternal proportion 1pp.}) \mid \text{corpus} : \text{child} + (\text{continuous age} + \text{child sex} + \text{maternal proportion 3pp.} + \text{maternal proportion 1pp.}) \mid \text{corpus} + (1 \mid \text{observation})
\]

\[
\text{mean of 1ps.} \sim \text{continuous age} + \text{child sex} + \text{before/after 3;0} \ast \text{maternal proportion 3pp.} + \text{before/after 3;0} \ast \text{maternal proportion 1ps.} + (\text{continuous age} + \text{before/after 3;0} \ast \text{maternal proportion 1ps.}) \mid \text{corpus} : \text{child} + (\text{continuous age} + \text{child sex} + \text{maternal proportion 3pp.} + \text{maternal proportion 1ps.}) \mid \text{corpus} + (1 \mid \text{observation})
\]

\[
\text{mean of 2p.} \sim \text{continuous age} + \text{child sex} + \text{before/after 3;0} \ast \text{maternal proportion 3pp.} + \text{before/after 3;0} \ast \text{maternal proportion 2p.} + (\text{continuous age} + \text{before/after 3;0} \ast \text{maternal proportion 2p.}) \mid \text{corpus} : \text{child} + (\text{continuous age} + \text{child sex} + \text{maternal proportion 3pp.} + \text{maternal proportion 2p.}) \mid \text{corpus} + (1 \mid \text{observation})
\]

\[
\text{mean of 3ps.} \sim \text{continuous age} + \text{child sex} + \text{before/after 3;0} \ast \text{maternal proportion 3pp.} + \text{before/after 3;0} \ast \text{maternal proportion 3ps.} + (\text{continuous age} + \text{before/after 3;0} \ast \text{maternal proportion 3ps.}) \mid \text{corpus} : \text{child} + (\text{continuous age} + \text{child sex} + \text{maternal proportion 3pp.} + \text{maternal proportion 3ps.}) \mid \text{corpus} + (1 \mid \text{observation})
\]

For ease, terms that differed between the distributional means formulas are bolded. Children’s 3pp. data were the outcome reference category. Age and maternal proportions
were continuous; groupmindedness (before 3;0, after 3;0) and child sex (male, female) were discrete variables. Discrete variables were sum coded; continuous variables were grand mean centered and standardized following Gelman (2008). This model assumed that pronoun class probability depends on child age, sex, groupmindedness, maternal pronoun proportion, and the interaction of the latter two; and that these dependencies varied by child or corpus. The random effects structure was chosen by pruning random slopes with posterior SDs near 0 from a fuller random effects structure. For further justification of model parameterization, please see Appendix 1 Table, caption.

**Utterance proportions.** Utterance proportions were the relative frequencies of utterances that contained pronoun classes as a proportion of total utterances (e.g. 10% of Child X’s utterances at 25.3 months contained 1pp. pronouns). These data were modeled with a special case of the multinomial distribution, namely, the binomial distribution, in which $K$ equals 2 with a univariate outcome (i.e. the probability of success, given $n$ trials with $m$ successes). Because utterance proportions did not sum to 1 across pronoun classes, each class was modeled as generated by independent binomial processes (brms family ‘beta-binomial’). This resulted in 5 unique utterance proportions models. Each model estimated the conditional probability of children using one pronoun class in an utterance, rather than any other class. For instance, the binomial model of 1pp. utterance proportions captured children’s tendency to use 1pp. pronouns in an utterance, as opposed to the other four pronoun classes. The model formula for all binomial models was

\[
\text{count of unique pronoun class utterances} \mid \text{count of total unique utterances} \sim \text{continuous age} + \text{child sex} + \text{before/after 3:0} \ast \text{maternal proportion} + (\text{continuous age} + \text{before/after 3:0} \ast \text{maternal proportion} \mid \text{corpus : child}) + (\text{child sex} + \text{before/after 3:0} \ast \text{maternal proportion} \mid \text{corpus})
\]

The utterance proportions models accounted for similar sources of uncertainty as the pronoun proportions model. However, the former included a distributional parameter (phi) that was absent from the multinomial model and that accounted for potential over-dispersion (Winter & Bürkner, 2021). Logit and identity links were used for binomial mean and variance, respectively.

**Priors.** Weakly to moderately informative priors were placed over parameters (see code; Lemoine, 2019). Main and interaction fixed-effects priors were $\beta \sim N(0,1)$ and $\beta \sim N(0,1.25)$ respectively.

**Model checks.** Inferences were robust to flatter and peakier fixed effects priors. Models did not generate impossible data per graphical prior predictive checks (Gabry et al., 2019). Posterior checks included inspection of trace plots, graphical posterior predictive checks, and numerical estimates of posterior predictive p-values (Rubin, 1984). Graphical checks were adequate (see code). Analysis of p-values suggested that the mean and SD of posterior-generated datasets were plausible (as per Gelman et al., 2013). Samplers ran 7 chains with no divergences (multinominal model: 3000
iterations, 1500 warmup; binomial models: 4000 iterations, 1250 warmup); R-hats were less than or equal to 1.01; effective sample sizes were adequate (as per Gelman et al., 2013).

**Model interpretation.** The expectations of model posterior predictive distributions were investigated (via brms ‘conditional_effects’ and tidybayes ‘epred_draws’). Posterior predictive distributions represent fitted model predictions about future observations after averaging across (that is, accounting for uncertainty in) the posterior parameters. Investigation of posterior predictive distributions enables intuitive interpretation of the fitted models in terms of (1) the conditional probabilities of children using the pronoun classes (Figures 3 and 5) and (2) marginal association sizes on the probability scale (Figures 4 and 6). All posterior draws were used to generate posterior predictive distributions. Please see Appendix 1 Table for posterior parameter estimates.

**Results**

**Data visualization**

This subsection of the ‘Results’ section visualizes and describes qualitative data patterns. Inferential statistics are reported in the subsection entitled ‘Model interpretation’.

**Children.** Figure 1 visualizes the relative frequencies of children’s pronoun use before and after 3;0. (Supplementary Figure 3 depicts the data by month). Pronoun proportions of 1pp., 2p., and 3pp. pronouns increased after the groupminded shift (Figure 1(a)). In contrast, pronoun proportions of the singular pronouns remained stable (1ps.) or decreased (3ps.) with the emergence of groupmindedness. However, 1ps. and 3ps. were the most frequently used pronoun classes before and after 3;0. In contrast, 3pp. and, especially, 1pp. pronouns were relatively infrequently used by children. Utterance proportions of all pronoun classes increased after 3;0 (Figure 1(b)).

**Mothers.** Figure 2 displays maternal pronoun data (Supplementary Figure 4 depicts the data by month). Mothers’ 1pp. pronoun proportions decreased after the groupminded turn, whereas their 1ps. pronoun proportions increased (Figure 2(a)). Moreover, 1ps. pronoun proportions were, on average, less than 2p. pronoun proportions. Maternal utterance proportions showed nondecreasing use of most pronoun classes after the groupminded turn at 3;0 (Figure 2(b)). The only exception was 1pp. utterance proportions, which decreased after the groupminded turn. In sum, mothers’ 1ps. and 3pp. pronoun proportions increased after 3;0 compared to before, while 1pp., 2p., and 3ps. pronoun proportions decreased. Only maternal 1pp. utterance proportions decreased after 3;0 (Figure 1(b)).

**Model interpretation**

**Pronoun proportions.** Figure 3 displays posterior predicted associations between the predictors and children’s pronoun proportions. The first row, first column of Figure 3 displays the posterior predicted pronoun proportion of 1pp. before and after the
The groupminded turn at 3;0. The groupminded turn was associated with a median 1pp. pronoun proportion increase of 0.64%. Specifically, before 3;0, 2.44% of children’s pronouns were predicted to be 1pp., whereas after 3;0, this increased to 3.08%. This association existed alongside a positive relationship between 1pp. use and age (first row, second column). Additionally, there was a positive relation between mothers’ and children’s 1pp. forms (first row, third column). After the groupminded turn, there was some evidence that children’s 1pp. pronoun proportions were more strongly related to their mothers’ 1pp. pronoun proportions than before. This was indicated by the posterior predicted median line for the After Groups set falling in the upper quartile of the 95% highest density interval (HDI) of the Before Groups set (first row, fourth column). This suggests the possibility that the association between children’s and mothers’ 1pp. pronoun proportions is stronger after the groupminded turn than before. Overall, these results suggest that children’s 1pp. pronoun proportions are greater after the groupminded turn than before, and that children’s 1pp. pronoun proportions increase with increasing age and maternal 1pp. pronoun proportions.

**Figure 1.** Children’s Pronouns Before and After the Groupminded Turn at 3;0. Panel a: pronoun proportions. Panel b: utterance proportions. Dots represent the observed value of the proportion for a specific child in a specific age bin. Dots jittered to display density. Y-axes represent proportion; x-axes represent the groupminded turn (before or after 3;0). Facet inset: Value of data median (top row) and median absolute deviation (bottom row) of the data, rounded to hundredths.
No other pronoun class pronoun proportions showed the same association with group-mindedness. Posterior predictive distributions suggested a slight decrease in the median pronoun proportions of 1ps. (Figure 3, second row, first column) and 3pp. (fourth row, first column) with the groupminded turn. In contrast, there was a slight, unreliable increase in the median proportion for 2p. (third row, first column) and 3ps. (fifth row, first column) with the groupminded turn. In some, particularly interesting cases, the nominal association between the groupminded turn and pronoun proportions contrasted with the posterior predicted association between the groupminded turn and pronoun proportions but aligned with the posterior predicted association between continuous age and pronoun proportions. For example, 3pp. pronoun proportions nominally increased after the groupminded turn (Figure 1(a)). However, 3pp. pronoun proportions had a negative posterior predicted association with the groupminded turn (Figure 3, fourth row, first column). Instead, 3pp. pronoun proportions were more positively related to continuous age than to the groupminded turn (fourth row, second column). On the other hand, a nominal decrease in 3ps. pronoun proportions after the groupminded turn (Figure 1(a)) was explained by a relatively large, negative posterior predicted association with age (Figure 3, fifth row, second column) than to a relatively small, positive association with the groupminded turn (fifth row, first column). Thus, nominal 3pp. and 3ps. pronoun

**Figure 2.** Mothers’ Pronouns Before and After the Groupminded Turn at 3;0. Organized identically to Figure 1.
proportions may be more closely related to continuous age than to the groupminded turn. Like 1pp., children’s 3pp. (fourth row, third column) and 3ps. (fifth row, third column) pronoun proportions were positively associated with maternal input. In contrast, children’s 1ps. (second row, third column) and 2p. pronoun proportions (third row, third column) were relatively unrelated to maternal input. There was limited evidence for an interaction between groupmindedness and input for non-1pp. pronoun classes (second through fifth rows, fourth column). In sum, children used proportionally more 1pp. pronouns, and only 1pp. pronouns, after the groupminded turn than before. Children’s 1pp., 3pp., and 3ps. pronoun proportions increased as their mothers’ increased.

Figure 4 displays uncertainty about the size and direction of the associations displayed in Figure 3. Like Figure 3, rows in Figure 4 display pronoun classes and columns display predictors. The first row, first column of Figure 4 shows that 97% of posterior predictive draws indicated that 1pp. pronoun proportions were greater after 3;0 than before. Moreover, the 95% HDI of the distribution (horizontal black line; dot at median) excluded negative values (orange density), 95% HDI = [0.01, 1.21]. This suggests that
1pp. pronoun proportions increase after the groupminded turn, given the model and data. Additionally, 100% of posterior predictive draws included a positive association between age and 1pp. pronoun proportions (first row, second column) and maternal input and 1pp. pronoun proportions (first row, third column). This suggests that children’s 1pp. pronoun proportions increase with age and input, given the model and data. 91% of posterior predictive draws indicated that children who have undergone the groupminded turn have higher 1pp. pronoun proportions than children who have not yet undergone the groupminded turn. The second column displays associations with age when comparing children at −1 SD and +1 SD from median age (e.g., 11% of posterior predictive draws indicated that children 1 SD above the median age had greater 1ps. pronoun proportions than children 1 SD below the median age). The third column displays associations with input when comparing input at −1 SD and +1 SD from median input (e.g., 17% of posterior predictive draws indicated that children 1 SD above median 2p. pronoun proportions input had greater 2p. pronoun proportions than children 1 SD below median input). The fourth column displays that of the interaction of the groupminded turn (i.e., before/after 3;0) and input (i.e., at −1 SD and +1 SD). Orange portion of density indicates density over positive values; inset number quantifies the proportion of density over positive values, given the model and data. Rows display pronoun classes and columns display predictors. X-axes represent percentage points. Note the varying x-axis domains; these correspond to the varying ranges of the y-axes in Figure 3 and reflect differences in the absolute size of associations with predictors across pronoun classes. Insets indicate the posterior predictive median (black dot) and 95% HDI (black horizontal line).

**Figure 4.** Pronoun Proportions Marginal Association Sizes Computed From the Posterior Predictions Displayed in Figure 3.

Individual plots represent density of marginal association sizes computed from posterior predictive draws. The first column displays posterior predicted marginal association sizes with the groupminded turn at 3;0 (e.g., 97% of posterior predictive draws indicated that children who have undergone the groupminded turn have higher 1pp. pronoun proportions than children who have not yet undergone the groupminded turn). The second column displays associations with age when comparing children at −1 SD and +1 SD from median age (e.g., 11% of posterior predictive draws indicated that children 1 SD above the median age had greater 1ps. pronoun proportions than children 1 SD below the median age). The third column displays associations with input when comparing input at −1 SD and +1 SD from median input (e.g., 17% of posterior predictive draws indicated that children 1 SD above median 2p. pronoun proportions input had greater 2p. pronoun proportions than children 1 SD below median input). The fourth column displays that of the interaction of the groupminded turn (i.e., before/after 3;0) and input (i.e., at −1 SD and +1 SD). Orange portion of density indicates density over positive values; inset number quantifies the proportion of density over positive values, given the model and data. Rows display pronoun classes and columns display predictors. X-axes represent percentage points. Note the varying x-axis domains; these correspond to the varying ranges of the y-axes in Figure 3 and reflect differences in the absolute size of associations with predictors across pronoun classes. Insets indicate the posterior predictive median (black dot) and 95% HDI (black horizontal line).
predictive draws indicated that the association between maternal and children’s 1pp. pronoun proportions was more positive after the groupminded shift than before (first row, fourth column). This provides some evidence that children’s use of 1pp. pronouns is more strongly associated with mothers’ after the groupminded turn than before, given the model and data. Overall, these results suggest that children’s 1pp. pronoun proportions increased after the groupminded turn. Moreover, children’s 1pp. pronoun proportions increased as their mothers’ 1pp. pronoun proportions increased.

No other pronoun class showed a similar association with groupmindedness (Figure 4, rows 2-5, first column). Regarding age, 2p. (third row, second column) and 3pp. pronoun proportions (fourth row, second column) were positively related to child age, while 1ps. (second row, second column) and 3ps. pronoun proportions (fifth row, second column) were negatively related. 1ps. (second row, third column) and 2p. pronoun proportions (third row, third column) were unreliably related to input, whereas 3pp. (fourth row, third column) and 3ps. pronoun proportions (fifth row, third column) increased with increased exposure to those forms. There were no reliable interactions between groupmindedness and input among non-1pp. forms (second through fifth rows, fourth column). Overall, these results suggest that only children’s 1pp. pronoun proportions were reliably related to the groupminded turn. Moreover, children’s 1pp., 3pp., and 3ps. pronoun proportions increased when their mothers’ corresponding pronoun proportion increased.

In sum, these results align with our predictions. Children used proportionally more 1pp. pronouns after the groupminded turn than before. They did not do so for other pronoun classes. Moreover, children used proportionally more 1pp. pronouns when their mother used more.

**Utterance proportions.** Figure 5 displays posterior predicted associations between predictors and children’s utterance proportions. There was little evidence of associations between utterance proportions and groupmindedness (first through fifth rows, first column). Instead, utterance proportions were more closely related to continuous age. Specifically, utterance proportions of all pronoun classes were predicted to increase with continuous age (first through fifth rows, second column). Likewise for maternal input. Specifically, the more mothers used a pronoun class, the more their children used that pronoun class (first through fifth rows, third column). However, there was some evidence that this relation depended on groupmindedness. Specifically, children’s 1ps. (second row, fourth column), 3pp. (fourth row, fourth column), 3ps. (fifth row, fourth column), and, to a lesser extent, 2p. utterance proportions (third row, fourth column) were more positively associated with their mothers’ corresponding utterance proportions before the groupminded turn than after. The only exception was children’s 1pp. utterance proportions (first row, fourth column), for which there was no interaction between the groupminded turn and maternal input. Overall, children’s utterance proportions were not clearly related to the groupminded turn. However, children’s utterance proportions increased with increasing age and maternal utterance proportions. The latter was especially true before the groupminded turn for all pronoun classes, except 1pp.

Figure 6 summarizes uncertainty about the size and direction of the associations reported in Figure 5. All pronoun classes were unreliably associated with groupmindedness, with
67% (1ps.) to 81% (1pp.) of posterior predictive draws indicating positive associations with the groupminded turn (first through fifth rows, first column). Rather, children’s utterance proportions were more closely associated with continuous age than with groupmindedness. Specifically, in all models, 100% of posterior predictive draws indicated a positive association with continuous age (first through fifth rows, second column). In sum, there was little evidence for associations between children’s utterance proportions and the groupminded turn at 3;0. Rather, children used all pronoun classes in proportionally more utterances as they aged.

Associations with maternal input were similarly positive, with 100% of posterior predictive draws for 1pp. (Figure 6, first row, third column), 1ps. (second row, third column), 3pp. (fourth row, third column), and 3ps. (fifth row, third column) utterance proportions models indicating a positive association with the input; the sole exception was 2p. (third row, third column), although there was still some evidence for a positive association. Note the bimodality in the distributions over the marginal association of input with children’s 1ps. (second row, third column) and 3ps. pronouns (fifth row, third column). This bimodality owed to highly divergent posterior predicted associations with input before versus after the groupminded turn. Specifically, before the groupminded turn, children’s 1ps. and 3ps. utterance proportions had stronger
posterior predicted associations with the input than after the groupminded turn (i.e. the right mode corresponds to the before 3;0 predictions and the left mode to the after 3;0 predictions). This pattern reflected the highly divergent associations with input before versus after the groupminded turn for 1ps. and 3ps. pronouns (Figure 5, second and fifth rows, fourth column) and, indeed, was reflected in the allotment of 100% of mass over negative values of the marginal interaction term for 1ps. and 3ps. (Figure 6, second and fifth rows, fourth column). This suggests that children’s 1ps. and 3ps. utterance proportions are less positively related to their mothers’ after compared to before 3;0. A similar, though less pronounced pattern, was found for 2p. and 3pp. pronouns (third and fourth rows, fourth column). The sole exception was for 1pp. pronouns (first row, fourth column), for which evidence of an interaction between the groupminded turn and maternal input was equivocal. Altogether, children’s utterance proportions increased as their mothers’ utterance proportions increased, especially before the groupminded turn at 3;0. Only the association of children’s 1pp. utterance proportions and input was stable across the groupminded turn.

**Discussion**

The present article built on previous research into children’s pronouns (Ibbotson et al., 2018) by investigating the relevance of the groupminded turn for understanding

![Figure 6. Utterance Proportions Marginal Association Sizes Computed From the Posterior Predictions Displayed in Figure 5. Organized identically to Figure 4.](image-url)
children’s pronoun development. Our main prediction was based on shared intentionality theory (Tomasello, 2019). Shared intentionality theory posits that a groupminded shift in social conceptualization during collaboration at 3;0 causes children to begin to conceive of themselves and collaborative partners as part of a cultural group whose members are bound by shared norms and conventions. Reflecting this hypothesis, children were predicted to use proportionally more 1pp. pronouns following the groupminded turn compared to before. In addition, reflecting the role of input frequency in language development (Ambridge et al., 2015), children were predicted to use proportionally more 1pp. pronouns when mothers used proportionally more 1pp. pronouns. A Bayesian hierarchical generative modeling approach was adopted to investigate these predictions.

Evidence was reported that accorded with the first prediction. Children used proportionally more 1pp. pronouns after compared to before the groupminded shift. Moreover, this was unique to 1pp. pronouns – neither 1ps., 2p., 3pp., nor 3ps. pronouns were associated with groupmindedness; and this was unique to 1pp. pronouns as a proportion of pronouns used. In contrast, there was no reliable association between groupmindedness and any pronoun class as a proportion of total utterances. Rather, pronoun use as a proportion of utterances was more clearly associated with a continuous age parameter, as opposed to the binary groupmindedness parameter. Given the models and data reported in this article, we conclude that 1pp. pronoun proportions are reliably associated with the groupminded shift at 3;0. This conclusion is discussed further, below.

Evidence was reported that accorded with the second prediction. As maternal 1pp. pronoun proportions increased, so did children’s. Indeed, this was true for 3pp. and 3ps., too. Interestingly, however, children’s 1ps. and 2p. pronoun proportions were unreliably related to input. This differential pattern between 1pp., 3pp., and 3ps., on the one hand, and 1p. and 2p., on the other hand, may be related to discourse-pragmatic imperatives concerning felicitous reference (Lambrecht, 1994). When children’s mother discusses herself – that is, has a relatively large 1pp. pronoun proportion – children may be unlikely to discuss themselves (i.e. because their mother is frequently topical). However, when children’s mother discusses her child – that is, has a relatively large 2p. pronoun proportion – children may be unlikely to discuss their mother (i.e. because child is frequently topical). In contrast, this is not the case for 1pp., 3pp., or 3ps. – both interlocutors can felicitously use we, they, her, etc. Thus, it is plausible that imperatives concerning felicitous reference account for the documented posterior associations of input with the pronoun classes.

Altogether, these findings suggest that associations of 1pp. pronoun use and groupmindedness exist alongside those of 1pp. pronoun use and input (also, Ibbotson et al., 2018).

We briefly remark on three additional points. First, in contrast to pronoun proportions, the utterance proportions of all five pronoun classes increased with age and input (though, this latter association was less reliable for 2p. pronouns). Regarding age, it may be that children use more pronouns as they age in service of linguistically expressing more complex propositions (see MLU increases in this age range; Miller & Chapman, 1981). Regarding input, we argue that this differential pattern reflects the fact that the two relative frequency measures gauge complementary aspects of language development. Pronoun proportions may track something like children’s use of
pronouns within discourses (i.e. how children refer to referents within discourse topics). In contrast, utterance proportions may more closely track children’s learning of how to use pronouns across discourses (i.e. the discourse topics that children learn to talk about).

Second, the inclusion of a discrete, age-related predictor (i.e. the groupminded turn) and a continuous age predictor in the models allowed us to discern differential patterns of association between these theoretically distinct explanatory targets of children’s pronoun use. Notably, 1pp., 2p., and 3pp. pronoun proportions nominally increased with age (Figure 1(a)). And indeed, all three pronoun classes were positively related to continuous age in the posterior multinomial model. However, only 1pp. pronoun proportions were related to groupmindedness in that model. That is, groupmindedness was reliably associated only with 1pp. pronoun proportions, and not with 2p. and 3pp. pronoun proportions. This suggests that nominally increased use of 1pp., 2p., and 3pp. pronouns with age is associated with distinct explanatory factors – 2p. and 3pp. pronoun proportions are associated with age, whereas those of 1pp. are associated with age and a social-cognitive shift.

Third, there are several limitations to the present study that serve as suggestions for research. Research that more directly relates the emergence of groupmindedness to children’s use of pronouns is needed. Implicit throughout the present research was the assumption that children older than 3;0 had undergone the groupminded turn, whereas children younger than 3;0 had not. This is an oversimplification used for computational modeling and reflected our lack of data on nonlinguistic measures of groupmindedness. Thus, future research might directly relate children’s performance in nonlinguistic tasks designed to assess the emergence of groupmindedness (e.g. Rakoczy et al., 2008) with their use of pronouns before and after 3;0 (Bates, 1979). Second, fully understanding children’s use of pronouns requires a crosslinguistic approach that documents universal and language-specific developmental trajectories. It is plausible that one such universal pattern is the proportional boost in 1pp. use with the emergence of groupmindedness documented here. Third, future work may look to investigate the association of children’s pronouns with the interaction of input and continuous age. This interaction was not investigated in the present research because it was not of focal interest. However, it is possible that the strong posterior associations of 1ps. and 3ps. utterance proportions with the interaction of groupmindedness and input, documented here, are, in fact, more closely related to the interaction of continuous age and input. Because this interaction was not investigated in the present research, we cannot rule out this possibility at present. Finally, reflecting a potential comprehension/production lag, models of groupmindedness that place the shift at ages older than 3;0 (e.g. 3;3 or 3;6) may display a stronger association between groupmindedness and 1pp. pronouns than was shown here. That is, assuming for argument’s sake that the groupminded turn occurs at 3;0, it may not be until later than this social-cognitive shift is borne out in children’s use of pronouns. This turns on a larger point about the models reported in this article. We strongly support the ethos of Meteyard and Davies (2020), who recommend

liv[ing] with a balance in which data are sacred but analyses are contingent [and in which] we share the data and analysis as transparently as possible [but] do not assume that an analysis as-published will be the last word on the estimation of effects carried in the data. (p. 16)
We invite further use of the data reported in this article and complementary modeling approaches.

In conclusion, evidence was reported that a groupminded shift in social conceptualization at 3;0, and input frequency, are associated with children’s 1pp. pronouns. Children use more 1pp. pronouns, as a proportion of pronouns, after the groupminded shift than before. It was argued that the groupminded shift expands the set of conceivable plural person referents during collaboration. Consequently, children refer to 1pp. referents proportionally more often.
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Note

1. First-person singular and plural, second person, and third person singular and plural are abbreviated 1ps., 1pp., 2p., 3ps., and 3pp., respectively. Because they are formally identical in English, undistinguished are 2ps. and 2pp.
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### Appendix I

Fixed effects marginal posteriors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Distr. Par.</th>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>95% HDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multinomial</td>
<td>1pp.</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−0.61</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>[−0.78, −0.44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1ps.</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>[2.00, 2.30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2p.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>[0.84, 1.19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3ps.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>[1.80, 2.07]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pp.</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>[0.10, 0.55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>[0.01, 0.24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>[−0.25, −0.03]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (3pp.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.60</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>[−0.79, −0.42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (1pp.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>[0.24, 0.65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0 * Input (3pp.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>[−0.03, 0.18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0 * Input (1pp.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>[−0.20, 0.09]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ps.</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.68</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>[−0.99, −0.36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>[−0.01, 0.13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>[−0.08, 0.08]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (3pp.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.78</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>[−0.95, −0.61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (1ps.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>[−0.13, 0.13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0 * Input (3pp.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>[−0.06, 0.07]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0 * Input (1ps.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>[−0.11, 0.13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p.</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>[−0.33, 0.17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>[−0.02, 0.17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>[−0.15, 0.03]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (3pp.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.79</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>[−0.97, −0.60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (2p.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>[−0.26, 0.04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0 * Input (3pp.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>[−0.08, 0.09]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0 * Input (2p.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>[−0.18, 0.09]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3ps.</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.72</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>[−1.05, −0.39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>[−0.06, 0.08]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>[−0.11, 0.04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (3pp.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.71</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>[−0.87, −0.55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (3ps.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>[0.24, 0.50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0 * Input (3pp.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>[−0.01, 0.12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0 * Input (3ps.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>[−0.13, 0.04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binomial (1pp.)</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td></td>
<td>−4.84</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>[−5.12, −4.55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>[1.09, 1.71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>[0.04, 0.31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>[−0.11, 0.27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (1pp.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>[0.20, 0.59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0 * Input (1pp.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>[−0.17, 0.12]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Distr. Par.</th>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>95% HDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binomial (1ps.)</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−2.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>[−2.21, −1.84]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>[0.43, 0.76]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>[−0.01, 0.12]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>[−0.12, 0.13]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (1ps.)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>[0.37, 0.66]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0 * Input (1ps.)</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>[−0.42, −0.15]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binomial (2p.)</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−3.27</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>[−3.52, −3.03]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>[0.89, 1.45]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>[0.01, 0.18]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>[−0.16, 0.25]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (2p.)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>[0.00, 0.25]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0 * Input (2p.)</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>[−0.19, 0.03]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binomial (3pp.)</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−4.43</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>[−4.69, −4.17]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>[0.89, 1.41]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>[−0.11, 0.09]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>[−0.13, 0.18]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (3pp.)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>[0.71, 1.07]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0 * Input (3pp.)</td>
<td>−0.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>[−0.30, −0.01]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binomial (3ps.)</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−2.38</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>[−2.52, −2.22]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>[0.62, 0.94]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>[−0.06, 0.07]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>[−0.08, 0.12]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (3ps.)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>[0.34, 0.58]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before/After 3;0 * Input (3ps.)</td>
<td>−0.19</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>[−0.29, −0.08]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘Distr. Par.’ is abbreviation of distributional parameter. ‘Estimate’ is median of marginal posterior distribution, ‘Error’ is standard deviation of marginal posterior distribution, ‘95% HDI’ is highest density interval of marginal posterior distribution. Associations with 3pp. input, including the interaction of 3pp. input and groupmindedness, are modeled for each distributional parameter because this encodes the assumption that the association of mothers’ 3pp. pronoun proportions with children’s 1pp., 1ps., 2p., and 3ps. pronoun proportions differs in size from its association with children’s 3pp. pronoun proportions. That is, this modeling choice encodes the assumption that maternal use of 3pp. pronouns is differently related to children’s use of 3pp. pronouns than to their use of non-3pp. pronouns. Posterior parameter estimates of the multinomial intercepts can be transformed to the probability scale by multiplying the sofmaxed vector of posterior parameter estimates by 100 while holding the multivariate reference category at 0, for example, \(100 \times \text{softmax}(-0.61, 2.16, 1.01, 0.13, 0.93) = (2.74, 4.36, 1.83, 5.04, 34.71)\). The values on the right-hand side of the equation correspond to the median posterior estimated probability of children using 1pp., 1ps., 2p., 3pp., and 3ps. pronouns, respectively, at the median value of continuous predictors and reference value of categorical predictors. Interpretation of the multinomial non-integer fixed effects is more complicated; please see, for example, https://stats.oarc.ucla.edu/stata/output/multinomial-logistic-regression/. Binomial fixed effects interpretation follows standard logistic regression, for example, exponentiate posterior medians to obtain posterior odds or odds ratios.